









Each year the Town ofKingston is proud to honor one ofits own who has made a
significant contribution to our community. It is with sense ofpride that 2003"
Annual Report is dedicated to Kenneth F. Briggs, Jr.
Over the years, the Board of Selectmen has sought to reco^ze individuals who have
exemplified consistent commitment to the Town, and who help make this such a great
place to live. It is with great pleasure that this year we recognize Ken Briggs.
Bom in Amesbury, Ken's family moved to Newton, NH in the 30's. After serving in the
Army during WW 11, he entered UNH and received a degree in Civil Engineering in
1959. Ken moved to Kingston in 1957 as he was working for NHDPW & H in Concord.
In 1962, he accepted the position ofTown Engineer. In addition to his regular job, he
spent the time necessary to review development plans, make site visits to review the
progress of construction and to attend Planning Board Meetings. The latter mission was
probably the most difficult as he has spent so many years trying to impart "Yankee
common sense" to the Board Members. Since 1962, Ken has never taken the salary
allocated to the position.
However, the true indication of volunteer service is that he did not stop with the
Engineer's position. He has served on the Fire Department (his tenure described only as
"the early years" which suggests the presence of horses). Cable T.V. Committee and
served as a Sanborn Seminary Trustee (past chair). For those who attended the
Bicentennial Celebration, you may remember his role as the Father of our country.
Professionally, he served as State President and State National Director of the NH
Society of Professional Engineers. One can only wonder how long those meetings went
with Ken leading the discussion!
Our Town is a better place due to the dedication and diligence ofpeople like Ken Briggs.
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REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT - DISTRICT #79





John W. Flanders, Sr.
Albert W. Hamel
Norman L. Major











TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Bettie C. Ouellette Term Expires 2006
TREASURER
Jayne E. Ramey Term Expires 2004
ROAD AGENT
Richard D. St. Hilaire Term Expires 2006
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Eddie C. Thumquist, Chair





TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS











































Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
LIBRARY DIRECTOR FIRE CHIEF
Matthew Thomas Norman Hurley
HUMAN SERVICES OFFICER HEALTH OFFICER
Michael R. Priore Laurence P. Middlemiss
TOWN ENGINEER FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Kenneth F. Briggs, Jr. William A. Timmons
TREE WARDEN DEPUTY TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Richard D. Senter Holly Ouellette
DEPUTY HUMAN SERVICES OFFICER ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Ellen L. Faulconer Barbara J. Glynn
INSPECTORS
Robert Steward Building Inspector
Joseph W. Thompson Electrical Inspector
Norman C. Hurley Fire Inspector
Nelson W. Seaman, III Fire Inspector
Edward Conant Fire hispector




























































Ridhard D. St. Hilaire
Kenneth Briggs
Peter V. Broderick, Sel. Rep.
Ellen L. Faulconer




SOLID WASTE TASK FORCE
(KINGSTON REFUSE RECYCLING CENTER COMMITTEE)























































Marilyn B. Bartlett, PI. Bd. Rep.









Joseph W. Thompson, Chair Term Expires 2004
MaryFidler Term Expires 2004
Kay Reardon Term Expires 2004
Carol A. Briggs Term Expires 2004
Roger Clark Term Expires 2004
Peter V. Broderick Term Expires 2004
Gary Finerty Term Expires 2004
Holly Ouellette Term Expires 2005
George S. MacMahon Term Expires 2005
Bettie C. Ouellette, Secretary Term Expires 2006




GREAT POND CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
David E. Ingalls, Chair Ernest Landry James T. Rankin
Larry Smith David Welch
JOINT LOSS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Donald W. Briggs, Jr., Coordinator Alan Krauss
Bill Seaman Brian Martin
Norman Hurley Richard St. Hilaire
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES OF SOUTHERN
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
Mark A. Heitz
KINGSTON CABLE TELEVISION COMMITTEE
Kenneth F. Briggs, Jr., Chairman Michael R. Priore
James T. Rankin, Vice-Chairman Gerard Potvin
John W. Flanders, Sr. Andrew Gaunt
Kevin W. Burke, Sel. Rep.
GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
Marilyn B. Bartlett, Bud. Com. Rep. Ernest Landry
Kevin W. Burke, Sel. Rep.
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SALEM/PLAISTOWAVINDHAM
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES
Ellen L. Faulconer Lesley-Ann Hume
EXETER/SQUAMSCOTT RIVER PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE
Craig Federhen
REPRESENTATIVES TO ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Glenn G. Coppelraan Kenneth L. Weyler
COMPUTER SUPPORT COMMITTEE
James Rankin, Sr., Chairman Bettie C. Ouellette
Holly Ouellette, System Administrator
KINGSTON PLAINS BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE
Alan J. Krauss Marilyn B. Bartlett
Kevin W. Burke Gloria Parsons
Judith A. Oljey
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MINUTES OF DELIBERATIVE SESSION
FEBRUARY 4, 2003
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM at the Town Hall by the Moderator, Electra
L. Alessio. The flag was saluted and the Moderator introduced the Selectmen: John M.
Whittier, Kevin W. Burke and Chairman Mark A. Heitz. She also introduced Bettie C.
Ouellette, Town Clerk - Tax Collector, as well as the Budget Committee members:
Chairman Ellen Faulconer, Marilyn Bartlett, Peter Broderick, Edward Conant, Carla
Crane, Lyrm Gainty, Natasha Leonard, Debra Powers, Karen Rota, Sandy Seaman and
Kevin St. James.
The Moderator announced the rules of the meeting and that it was being televised.
Voting will take place on March 11, 2003 at the TOWN HALL from 8 AM to 8 PM. She
also announced Candidates' Night on Wednesday, February 19* at 7 PM. After
discussion and deliberation, the articles will appear on the Official Ballot as follows:
ARTICLE 2: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,844,845 for the
construction and original equipping of a new library, at Church Street, to include
associated costs; not more than $1,844,845 of the sum to be raised through the issuance
of bonds or notes; imder and in compHance with the Municipal Finance Act RSA 33 :1 et
seq. as amended; to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
Federal, State or other aid, if any, which may be available for such projects, and to
comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to authorize the Selectmen to take
any other action or pass any other vote relative thereto? (The 20 year bond will have an
estimated tax impact of .47 cents/$ 1,000 for the first year and will be reduced to .24
cents/$ 1,000 by the last year.) 3/5 ballot vote required.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 3: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $3,086,194 which
represents the operating budget? Said sum does not include special or individual articles.
Should Article 3 be defeated, the operating budget shall be $2,841,682 (the "defauh"
budget).
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 4: Shall the Town authorize the Tax Collector to allow 1 Vi % deduction from
Town Property Tax when payment is made within 30 days of billing?
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
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ARTICLE 5:
Final version voted December 17,
2002
TOWN OF KINGSTON
ARTICLE I CASUAL SALES
1. Purpose
1.1 The Board of Selectmen, in an effort to recognize contemporan/ conditions and in full
recognition of the standards imposed by the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Kingston,
recognize that certain commercial activities may appropriately occur on property v^ithin
the Single Family Residential, Single Family Residential Agricultural and Rural
Residential zoning districts and are not incompatible with the overall intent as set forth in
the Zoning Ordinance, especially as that intent applies to the conduct of retail-type sales
within those districts.
1.2 The Board of Selectmen is of the opinion that the defined casual sales uses and
activities may be earned on in such districts by the resident/owner and not generally be
constmed as incompatible with the applicable zoning of the district.
2. Permitted sales
2.1 Casual sales shall include:




Any such sale to be limited for a total period of sixteen (1 6) hours over
two (2) successive days. Such sales can take place two (2) times during
one calendar year.
(2) The conditions of Section 3 below apply.
Rummage sales and similar fundraising efforts conducted by nonprofit
corporations registered with the New Hampshire Secretary of State, or other
organization as in Subsection B (1) below.
(1) Organizations generally considered in this context are churches, church-
related organizations, local and national service clubs and recognized
service-orientated organizations.
(2) The conditions of Section 3 below apply.
Casual sales of automobiles, trailers, boats and similar items of personal
property.
(1) Such personal property must be owned by the resident/owner or be of
immediate family ownership, as evidenced by a title of registration. Only
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one (1) unregistered vehicle may be on tiie premises and offered for such
casual sale at one time. (The laws relating to unregistered vehicles,
junkyards, licensed dealers, etc., shall apply in all instances.)
(a) A continuous offer for sale of different such items shall be
inconsistent with the intent of casual sale and will not be permitted
(being contrary to the zoning requirements).
(b) Agents, dealers, brokers, and salesmen are specifically excluded
from carrying out casual sales In their business capacity under
these regulations.
3. Penriit required
3.1 Such casual sales shall be subject to a pennit:
A. The fee for handling and filing, if any, shall be determined and established by the
Board of Selectmen.
B. The pennit is non-renewable and non-transferable to another person or another
address.
C. The permit shall be issued by the office of the Board of Selectmen upon the
payment of the fee, if any, and evidence of conditions satisfied.
4. Restrictions on advertising siqns
Signs for display to advertise the specific sale are limited to two (2) single-faced or sided signs
or one(1)_two-faced or sided sign; signs shall be of reasonable size and in good taste. The size
and locations are to be a part of the application and must be acceptable to the Board of
Selectmen. Signs must not obstruct traffic view and shall be removed immediately after the sale
has ended.
5. Appeals
Functions not herein defined, organizations not detailed and conditions or stipulations felt
excessive may be appealed to the Board of Selectmen,
The Planning Board conducted a Public Hearing
on the above Article.
This article was not discussed at the
Deliberative Session.
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ARTICLE 6: Shall the Town authorize the Board of Selectmen pursuant to New
Hampshire RSA Chapter 38, to establish a municipal water utility, to accept future
dedications of water utihty infrastructure and to acquire those portions of existing water
utility
,
plant and property which the Selectmen judge to be suitable for establishing a
municipal water utility? With the further understanding that any agreement to accept or
acquire such plant or infrastructure shall either be paid for from monies appropriated for
general government purposes, or alternately, in the Selectmen's discretion, any
agreement to acquire or a determination of acquisition price shall be presented to a future
Kingston Town Meeting for approval and ratification prior to fmal acquisition of water
utility property. Requires a 2/3 vote.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 7: Shall the Town raise and appropriate $75,000 to be placed in the
expendable trust fund to repair, maintain and improve town buildings?
Note: This money will be used to bring the Town Hall into compliance with existing fire
codes.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 8: Shall the Town establish an expendable trust fund under the provisions of
RSA 3 1 : 1 9-a to be known as the Outside Detail Fund, to raise and appropriate the simi of
$100,000, and to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend? The source of this
revenue shall be clients of the Town and this article shall not impact the tax rate. Outside
details are a sourse of revenue for the Town.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9: Shall the voters appropriate the sum of $90,000 for the purchase of a new
Highway Dump Truck with plow, wing and sander?
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 10: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $14,700 for a regional
Police Prosecutor? This amount represents Kingston's share.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
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ARTICLE 1 1 : Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $365,000 to be added to
the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund? These funds to be used for the purchase of
conservation easements and/or land located on Little River Road, Exeter Road and
Willow Road. Further, to authorize the withdrawal of $365,000 and authorize the Board
of Selectmen to enter into Purchase and Sales Agreements and to accept deeds to
accomplish the above.
These purchases will help to stabilize the tax base, maintain large tracts of land as such,
and ensure that areas prime for development of additional multi-house subdivisions do
not have significant impact on taxes for town services such as education, fire and police.
These parcels are to be continued to be used as open space for agriculture or forestry.
Purchases will be made with an attempt to receive matching grants from Federal Farm
and Rangeland Protection Program and any other grants that may be made available.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 12: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 for the
purchase of four (4) acres, more or less, shown as Tax Map number Rl, Lot 5, which
adjoins part of the existing Kingston Town Forest, near Himt Road, and authorize the
withdrawal of $7,000.00 from the Special Forest Maintenance Fund, pursuant to RSA
3 1 :113 for this purpose? This additional parcel will make the total acreage ofthe Town
Forest approximately 108 acres. A conservation easement shall provide that the parcel be
used for sustainable forestry and open space. The forestry fund is made up of proceeds
from timber sales on town owned land. This will not impact the tax rate.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 13: Shall the Tovm raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000 to be placed in
the previously established Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund for Apparatus
Replacement?
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 14: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000, and authorize
the hiring of a full-time Firefighter/EMT for the Town of Kingston? This position would
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pay between $13.50 and $15.00/hour as deemed appropriate to the level of training and
experience, plus benefits. The first year to be funded for $19,000 including benefits.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 15: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $13,500 and allow the
Selectmen to enter into a lease purchase agreement, with an escape clause, for the
installation of an exhaust removal system at the Central Fire Station? Said sum to
represent the fu:st year of a 3 year lease purchase program with a total cost of $40,500.
The NH Dept. of Labor has given a written notice requiring us to address the air quality
problem at Central Station.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMENDS $13,500
BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS $13,500
ARTICLE 16: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 to widen three
bay doors on the Rockrimmon side of Central Station?
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 17: Shall the Town adopt the provisions ofRSA 31 :95-c to restrict 90% of the
gross revenues from ambulance billing of residents, to the expenditures for the purpose of
future repairs or replacement of the Kingston Fire Station? Such revenue and
expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund known as the Kingston Fire
Department Station Fund, separate from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund shall
not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only
after a vote of the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fimd for a
specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or resource of revenue.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 18: Shall the Town authorize the creation of a part-time Recreation
Coordinator, working 10 to 20 hours per week, 52 weeks/yr.? Stipend /wages shall not
exceed $450 per month, or $5,400 annually. This person will seek out and secure
available grant monies, conduct an updated survey of our Town's recreational needs and
steer the Rec Commission to provide wholesome, recreational activities serving the entire
Kingston Community. This person shall report to the Board of Selectmen via the
Recreation Commission. A complete job description is on file at the Town Hall. Further,
since this position would begin 7/1/03, to raise and appropriate a six month stipend for
calendar year 2003 at $2,700.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
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ARTICLE 19: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars
($10,000) to be added to the existing Kingston Recreation Capital Reserve Fund? Funds
to be earmarked for the construction of new ballfields, tennis courts and basketball courts
at the area known as the Kingston Fairgrounds.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 20: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $7,900.00 for the
purpose of funding Family Mediation & Juvenile Services of Southern Rockingham
County? The agency is a non-profit organization, and will provide the following
services: Parent-Child Mediation, Peer Mediation, Community Service, Restitution,
Youth and Parent participation in Anger-Management Courses, Youth and Parent
participation in Substance Abuse Awareness Courses, Stop Shoplifting Courses, Tobacco
Education and individually-tailored juvenile diversion contracts as mandated by
Brentwood Family Court. Family Mediation & Juvenile Services of Southern
Rockingham County is pleased to be celebrating its 20^^ anniversary! ! ! The Town of
Kingston has participated in this program since the beginning in 1 983
!
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 21 : To see if the Town will send the following resolution to the New
Hampshire General Court: Resolved, in its first two years of operation, the Land and
Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) has helped communities throughout
New Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and, therefore, the
State ofNew Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and,
therefore, the State ofNew Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP in its next
biennial budget.
ARTICLE 22: Shall the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to help sustain
current and future researched based prevention programs at the Sad Cafe serving the
needs of local children, youth and families in the Sanborn and Timberlane School
Districts?, hi addition to Kingston, the communities ofNewton, Sandown, Piaistow and
Danville are requested to raise equal amounts. Requested funds will help support a new
half-time "Director of Community Programs" with Master of Social Work degree and
known grant vmting skills.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 23 was withdravm by the Petitioners.
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Just before the close of the meeting, Norman Hurley, Fire Chief, announced that Earl S.
Carter, a 57 year member of the Fire Department, had passed away and his Funeral is
scheduled for Thursday, February 6^, at 1 1 AM at the Congregational Church. Calling
hours at Brewitt's on Wednesday 2 PM to 4 PM and 7 PM to 9 PM. Marilyn Bartlett
thanked Ellen Faulconer, Chairman of the Budget Committee, for all her dedication and
work on the Committee all year long.
Meeting was adjourned at 9:27 PM.
Kingston Town Clerk
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MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 11, 2003
The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 8:00 AM at the Town Hall by the
Moderator, Electra L. Alessio, for the voting by secret ballot for the election of Town -
Officers, 20 regular Town articles and 1 Zoning article, as well as the voting for the
election of officers of Sanborn Regional School District and the voting on 13 regular
articles for the School District.
The Town Clerk, Bettie C. Ouellette, broke the seals on the boxes of ballots and the
Moderator inspected the ballot boxes. A second Accu-Vote machine was rented for this
election. There were no waiting lines.
The ballot clerks were Donna M. Grier, Jean M. Spinella, Deborah Nowak, Herbert
Noyes, Holly Ouellette, Gloria M. Parsons, Mary Mercurio and Sandra Foy. The Police
Officer was Donald W. Briggs, Jr. The final results were announced by the Moderator at
9:05 PM. The ballots were sealed and locked in the vault at 9:15 PM.
The total count was 1910, including 104 absentee ballots. 85 new voters were registered
at the polls, bringing the total voters on the checkhst to 3518. Total of all ballots was
9,550 (1910x5). The percentage voting was 54.
The following results were obtained:
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS
Peter V. Broderick 1013*
Brian Woodworth 686
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR FOR THREE YEARS
Bettie C. Ouellette 1702*
ROAD AGENT FOR THREE YEARS
Richard D. St. Hilaire 1628*
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS
Edmund J. Caillouette 1 549*
POLICE OFFICERS FOR THREE YEARS
James M. Champion 1619*
Joel T. Johnson 1604*
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CONSTABLE FOR THREE YEARS
Peter P. Easier 1547*
LIBRARY TRUSTEES FOR THREE YEARS
JohnLChasse 1413*
CathlenH.Daenz 1423*
FIRE WARD FOR THREE YEARS
Richard G. Wilson 1522*
PLANNING BOARD FOR THREE YEARS
Marilyn B.Bartlett 1415*
Steve Briggs 1423*
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Charles A. Hart 1344*
Natasha Leonard 1376*
Karen Rota 1310*
Gloria Parsons (Write-in) 30*
ARTICLE 2: The Town did not vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,844,845 for
the construction and original equipping of a new library, at Church Street, to include
associated costs; not more than $1,844,845 of the sum to be raised through the issuance
of bonds or notes; under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act RSA 33:1 et
seq. as amended; to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
Federal, State or other aid, if any, which may be available for such projects, and to
comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determme the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to authorize the Selectmen to take
any other action or pass any other vote relative thereto. (The 20 year bond will have an
estimated tax impact of .47 cents/$ 1,000 for the first year and will be reduced to .24
cents/$ 1,000 by the last year.) 3/5 ballot vote required.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 699 No 1183*
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ARTICLE 3: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,086,194 which
represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special or individual articles.
Should Article 3 be defeated, the operating budget shall be $2,841,682 (the "default"
budget).
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 943* No 850
ARTICLE 4: The Town voted to authorize the Tax Collector to allow 1 V2 % deduction
from Town Property Tax when payment is made within 30 days of billing.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1737* No 119
ARTICLE 5 : PLEASE SEE ATTACHED
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ARTICLE 5: DID NOT PASS
Final version voted December 17,
2002
TOWN OF KINGSTON
ARTICLE I CASUAL SALES
1. Purpose
1.1 The Board of Selectmen, in an effort to recognize contemporar/ conditions and in full
recognition of the standards imposed by the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Kingston,
recognize that certain commercial activities may appropriately occur on property within
the Single Family Residential, Single Family Residential Agricultural and Rural
Residential zoning districts and are not incompatible with the overall intent as set forth in
the Zoning Ordinance, especially as that intent applies to the conduct of retail-type sales
within those districts.
1 .2 The Board of Selectmen is of the opinion that the defined casual sales uses and
activities may be carried on in such districts by the resident/owner and not generally be
construed as incompatible with the applicable zoning of the district.
2. Permitted sales
2.1 Casual sales shall include:
A. The casual sale of household and personal items of the resident/owner at his/her
place of domicile.
(1) Any such sale to be limited for a total period of sixteen (16) hours over
two (2) successive days. Such sales can take place two (2) times during
one calendar year.
(2) The conditions of Section 3 below apply.
Rummage sales and similar fundraising efforts conducted by nonprofit
corporations registered with the New Hampshire Secretary of State, or other
organization as in Subsection B (1) below.
(1) Organizations generally considered in this context are churches, church-
related organizations, local and national sen/ice clubs and recognized
ser/ice-orientated organizations.
(2) The conditions of Section 3 below apply.
C. Casual sales of automobiles, trailers, boats and similar items of personal
property.
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(1 ) Such personal property must be owned by the resident/owner or be of
immediate family ownership, as evidenced by a title of registration. Only
one (1) unregistered vehicle may be on the premises and offered for such
casual sale at one time. (The laws relating to unregistered vehicles,
junkyards, licensed dealers, etc., shall apply in all instances.)
(a) A continuous offer for sale of different such items shall be
inconsistent with the intent of casual sale and will not be permitted
(being contrary to the zoning requirements).
(b) Agents, dealers, brokers, and salesmen are specifically excluded
from carrying out casual sales in their business capacity under
these regulations.
3. Permit required
3.1 Such casual sales shall be subject to a pernnit:
A. The fee for handling and filing, if any, shall be determined and established by the
Board of Selectmen.
B. The permit is non-renewable and non-transferable to another person or another
address.
C. The permit shall be issued by the office of the Board of Selectmen upon the
payment of the fee, if any, and evidence of conditions satisfied.
4. Restrictions on advertising signs
Signs for display to advertise the specific sale are limited to two (2) single-faced or sided signs
or one(1)_two-faced or sided sign; signs shall be of reasonable size and in good taste. The size
and locations are to be a part of the application and must be acceptable to the Board of
Selectmen. Signs must not obstmct traffic view and shall be removed immediately after the sale
has ended.
5. Appeals
Functions not herein defined, organizations not detailed and conditions or stipulations felt
excessive may be appealed to the Board of Selectmen,
YES 880 NO 899
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ARTICLE 6: The Town did not vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen pursuant to
New Hampshire RSA Chapter 38, to establish a municipal water utility, to accept future
dedications of water utility infrastructure and to acquire those portions of existing water
utility, plant and property which the Selectmen judge to be suitable for establishing a
municipal water utility. With the further understanding that any agreement to accept or
acquire such plant or infrastructure shall either be paid for from monies appropriated for
general govenunent purposes, or alternately, in the Selectmen's discretion, any
agreement to acquire or a determination of acquisition price shall be presented to a future
Kingston Town Meetkig for approval and ratification prior to final acquisition of water
utility property. Requires a 2/3 vote.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 854 No 950*
ARTICLE 7: The Town voted to raise and appropriate $75,000 to be placed in the
expendable trust fund to repair, maintain and improve town buildings.
Note: This money will be used to bring the Town Hall into compliance with existing fire
codes.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1343* No 530
ARTICLE 8: The Town voted to establish an expendable trust fund under the provisions
ofRSA 3 1 : 1 9-a to be known as the Outside Detail Fund, to raise and appropriate the sum
of $100,000, and to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. The souixe of this
revenue shall be clients of the Town and this article shall not impact the tax rate. Outside
details are a source of revenue for the Town.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1179* No 653
ARTICLE 9: The voters appropriated the sum of $90,000 for the purchase of a new
Highway Dump Truck with plow, wing and sander.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1031* No 836
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ARTICLE 1 : The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 4,700 for a
regional Police Prosecutor. This amount represents Kingston's share.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 987* No 786
ARTICLE 1 1 : The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $365,000- to be added
to the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. These funds to be used for the purchase
of conservation easements and/or land located on Little River Road, Exeter Road and
Willow Road. Further, to authorize the withdrawal of $365,000 and authorize the Board
of Selectmen to enter into Purchase and Sales Agreements and to accept deeds to
accomplish the above.
These purchases will help to stabilize the tax base, maintain large tracts of land as such,
and ensure that areas prime for development of additional multi-house subdivisions do
not have significant impact on taxes for town services such as education, &e and pohce.
These parcels are to be continued to be used as open space for agriculture or forestry.
Purchases will be made with an attempt to receive matching grants from Federal Farm
and Rangeland Protection Program and any other grants that may be made available.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1151* No 660
ARTICLE 12: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 for the
purchase of four (4) acres, more or less, shown as Tax Map nimiber Rl, Lot 5, which
adjoins part of the existing Kingston Town Forest, near Hunt Road, and authorize the
withdrawal of $7,000.00 from the Special Forest Maintenance Fund, pursuant to RSA
3 1 : 1 1 3 for this purpose. This additional parcel will make the total acreage of the Town
Forest approximately 108 acres. A conservation easement shall provide that the parcel be
used for sustainable forestry and open space. The forestry fund is made up ofproceeds
from timber sales on town owned land. This will not impact the tax rate.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1375* No 428
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ARTICLE 13: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000 to be placed
in the previously established Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund for Apparatus
Replacement.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1191* No 611
ARTICLE 14: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000, and
authorize the hiring of a full-time Firefighter/EMT for the Town of Kingston. This
position would pay between $13.50 and $15.00/hour as deemed appropriate to the level
of training and experience, plus benefits. The first year to be funded for $19,000,
including benefits.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1207* No 595
ARTICLE 15: The Tovm voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,500 and allow
the Selectmen to enter into a lease purchase agreement, with an escape clause, for the
installation of an exhaust removal system at the Central Fire Station. Said sum to
represent the first year of a 3 year lease purchase program with a total cost of $40,500.
The NH Dept. of Labor has given a written notice requiring us to address the air quality
problem at Central Station.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN RECOMMENDS $13,500
BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS $13,500
Yes 1012* No 782
ARTICLE 16: The Town did not vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 to
widen three bay doors on the Rockrimmon side of Central Station?
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 692 No 1083*
ARTICLE 17: The Town did not vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 3 1 :95-c to restrict
90% of the gross revenues from ambulance billing of residents, to the expenditures for
the purpose of future repairs or replacement of the Kingston Fire Station. Such revenue
and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund known as the Kingston
Fire Department Station Fund, separate from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund
shall not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended
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only after a vote of the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund
for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fiind or resource of revenue.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 605 No 1156*
ARTICLE 1 8 : The Town did not authorize the creation of a part-time Recreation
Coordinator, working 10 to 20 hours per week, 52 weeks/yr.. Stipend /wages shall not
exceed $450 per month, or $5,400 annually. This person will seek out and secure
available grant monies, conduct an updated survey of our Town's recreational needs and
steer the Rec. Commission to provide wholesome, recreational activities serving the
entire BCingston Community. This person shall report to the Board of Selectmen via the
Recreation Commission. A complete job description is on file at the Town Hall. Further,
since this position would begin 7/1/03, to raise and appropriate a six month stipend for
calendar year 2003 at $2,700.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 923 No 934*
ARTICLE 19: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars
($10,000) to be added to the existing Kingston Recreation Capital Reserve Fund. Funds
to be earmarked for the construction ofnew ballfields, tennis courts and basketball courts
at the area known as the Kingston Fairgrounds.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 963* No 903
ARTICLE 20: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,900.00 for the
purpose of fimding Family Mediation & Juvenile Services of Southern Rockingham
County. The agency is a non-profit organization, and will provide the following services:
Parent-Child Mediation, Peer Mediation, Community Service, Restitution, Youth and
Parent participation in Anger-Management Courses, Youth and Parent participation in
Substance Abuse Awareness Courses, Stop Shoplifting Courses, Tobacco Education and
individually-tailored juvenile diversion contracts as mandated by Brentwood Family
Court Family Mediation & Juvenile Services of Southern Rockingham County is
pleased to be celebrating its 20"^ anniversary! ! ! The Town of Kingston has participated
in this program since the begiiming in 1983
!
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RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
Yes 1155* No 706
ARTICLE 21 : The Town voted to send the following resolution to the New Hampshire
General Court: Resolved, in its first two years of operation, the Land and Community
Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) has helped communities throughout New
Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and, therefore, the State
ofNew Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and, therefore,
the State ofNew Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP in its next biennial
budget.
Yes 1117* No 654
ARTICLE 22: The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to help
sustain current and futui^e researched based prevention programs at the Sad Cafe serving
the needs of local children, youth and families in the Sanborn and Timberlane School
Districts. In addition to Kingston, the communities ofNewton, Sandown, Plaistow and
Danville are requested to raise equal amounts. Requested fimds will help support a new
half-time "Director of Community Programs" with Master of Social Work degree and
known grant writing skills.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE




RESULTS ON ZONING ARTICLE:
ARTICLES: Casual Sales Yes 880 No 899*
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SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTION
The School results were certified and given to the School District Clerk,
Carol J. Brickett. (The detailed results will be printed in the Annual
School District Report.) Total School votes were as follows:










SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR FOR THREE YEARS
RICHARD "RICK" RUSSMAN 1459 *
YES NO
ARTICLE 2 809 1078 *
3 1506 * 262
4 1168 * 664
5 843 1042 *
6 1241 * 618
7 990 * 848
8 1266 * 592
9 526 1082 *
10 343 1382 *
11 522 1261 *
12 543 1259 *
13 538 1161 *





ARTICLES 3: APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED BY 2003 TOWN MEETING




CIVIL DEFENSE (EMER. MGMT.) 3,800
CONSERVATION 3,835





HISTORIC DISTRICT COMM. 1 00
INSURANCE & BENEFITS 399,365
LIBRARY 118,230
MISC. ITEMS 56,050
MISC. GENERAL GOVT 120,338
MISC. PUBLIC SAFETY 173,092
MUN. BUDGET COMM. 1 ,220
MUNICIPAL PROPERTIES 115,290




SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES 34,413
SOLID WASTE (SANITATION) 388,750
SUPERVISORS/CHECKLIST 400
TOWN INSPECTIONS 1 3 ,450
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES 1 95,999
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 66,440
WELFARE 21,920
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 1,500
TOTAL $3,086,194
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SPECIAL ARTICLES VOTED AT 2003 TOWN MEETING
ARTICLE:
#7 TOWN BLDGS. EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND 75,000
#8 OUTSIDE DETAIL EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND 100,000
#9 fflGHWAY DUMP TRUCK 90,000
#10 REGIONAL PROSECUTOR 14,700
#11 LAND ACQUISITION RESERVE FUND 365,000
#12 TOWN FOREST LAND 7,000
#13 FIRE DEPT. APPARATUS CAPITAL RESERVE 55,000
#14 FULL TIME FIREFIGHTER/EMT 19,600
#15 EXHAUST REMOVAL LEASE/PURCHASE - FIRE STATION
13,500
#19 RECREATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND 10,000
#20 FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES 7,900
#22 SAD CAFF 5,000
TOTAL SPECIAL ARTICLES VOTED: $762,100





ACCOUNTS HELD BY TOWN TREASURER- 2003
TOWN OF KINGSTON
Operating Account $2,578,568.66
NH Public Deposit $198,430.03
TOTAL ON DEPOSIT $2,776,998.69
TOWN OF KINGSTON-UNDFILL
Operating Account $4,339.10
NH Public Deposit $1,157,894.18
Special Revenue Account $10,403,489.92
TOTAL ON DEPOSIT $11,565,723.20
KINGSTON DAYS ACCOUNTS
Operating $2,343.29
NH Public Deposit $50,751.33
Money Market Account $31,398.05
TOTAL ON DEPOSIT $84,492.67
AMBUUNCE ACCOUNT
Ambulance Replacement Fund $90,298.02
FOREST FUND
Forest Fund $4,316.09
All accounts are held at Banknorth, unless described as NH Public Deposit.
Due to the time constraints of the printing of this report, final figures will be available
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On March 11, 1996, the Town of Kingston adopted RSA 40:13, often referred to as Senate Bill 2.
This changed the procedure for voting on subsequent Town Warrants. The following are the dates
involved with the two "sessions" of voting for the upcoming 2004Town elections along with a brief
description of their purposes.
Tuesday. February 3. 2004 7:00 PM
"First Session"
Town Hail, Kingston
"The whole purpose of the "first session" (in addition to information and debate) is to decide the final form
of ballot questions." "Amending appropriation items up or down is permitted.
(RSA 31:10V)*
Therefore, the attached warrant may not necessarily reflect the wording or
appropriations that will appear on the official ballot
Tuesday. March 9. 2004 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Election Day
Town Hall, Kingston
This is the "second session" when final voting takes place by written ballot. This includes all articles
posted on the warrant as amended/accepted by vote at the "first session".
* NH Town and Citv: Volume XXXIX, #6, New Hampshire Municipal Association, Concord, NH,
"NH Town and City Council", May 1996, Issue #17, pp 1-8.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
2004 WARRANT
ARTICLE 1 : To elect the following officers: One Selectman for a term ofthree years;
One Fire Ward for a term ofthree years; One Supervisor ofthe Checklist for a term of six
years; Two Trustees ofTrust Funds for a term ofthree years; Three Library Trustees for a
term ofthree years; Two Planning Board members for a term ofthree years; Four
Municipal Budget Committee members for a term ofthree years; One Municipal Budget
Committee member for a term oftwo years; One Municipal Budget Committee member
for a term of one year.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ON BY WRITTEN BALLOT
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor ofthe adoption of the following Zoning Ordinance,
Article #2, as proposed by the Planning Board?
COMMERCIAL ZONE C-I
DESCRIPTION OF ZONE: That area ofland bordered by Rte. 125, Depot Road, the
East Kingston Town Line and the northern property boimdary that serves as the dividing
line between tax maps R29 and R35 as shown on the Town ofKingston Tax Maps dated
2002.
PURPOSE:
The following regulations shall govern the erection and alteration ofbuildings and use of
land in the Commercial Zone C-I.
PRE-EXISTING USE:
Non-conforming uses legally in existence prior to the enactment ofthis ordinance may be
continued, maintained, repaired and improved, unless and untU such use becomes an
imminent hazard to public health and safety. Non-conforming uses may not be expanded
or changed to other non-conforming uses.
EXCEPTION: Residential uses existing at the time ofthis ordinance may be continued









Shops for the use of a carpenter, cabinet maker, electrician, painter,
upholster, plumber, television and home appliance repair.
4. Plants for the manufecturing of electrical or electronic devices, ^pliances,
apparatus or supplies, medical, dental or drafting instruments, optical
goods, watches or other precision instruments.
5. Research, experimental or testing laboratory excluding biological,
radiological or chemical laboratories. Chemical, biological or radiological
processes may be permitted as an accessory use at a research and
development laboratory and related fecility upon approval of special
exception granted by the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
6. Manu&cturing, febricating, assembling or conversion facilities.
7. The storage oftoxic materials used in the normal course ofoperation ofa
permitted use.
8. Accessory uses customarily incident to the above.
PROfflBITEDUSES:
1. Residential construction.
2. Motor vehicle junk yards and junk yards.
3. Materials distribution plants, truck terminals.





If^ after a Public Hearing by the Board ofAdjustment in v^hich there is a
positive endorsement by the Planning Board, a proposed Business, not
specifically restricted in this zone, is found to conform in character of
operation and would be in harmony with the allowed uses ofthis 2k)ne,
then such use may be allowed by Special Exception ofthe Board of
Adjustment, subject to appropriate conditions and safeguards as may be
deemed necessary by said Board ofAdjustment.
2. After a Public Hearing, the Board ofAdjustment may grant a special
exception to permit chemical, biological or radiological processes as an
accessory use at a research and development laboratory and related
fecility provided the applicant shall provide adequate safety measures to
the Board's satisfection.
LOT REGULATIONS:
A. SITE PLAN REVIEW:
The Kingston Planning Board will review and approve or disapprove plans for the
development ofland tracts for non-residential uses whether or not such
development includes a subdivision or re-subdivision ofthe site.
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B. SIZE:
Building lots in this zone shall have a minimum lot size oftwo acres.
C. FRONTAGE
Lots shall have a minimum continuous frontage of 200 feet on an approved
Class V (or better) road.
D. SETBACKS
1. Front: New buildings shall be set back 30 feet from the nearest
existing or proposed public right-of-way.
2. Side and Rear: New buildings shall be set back 20 feet from the side
and rear lot lines. When property abuts a residential property, no
portion ofthe development shall be less than 50 feet from residential
lot lines. The required 50 foot vegetated buffer will be allowed within
this fifty feet and shall be permanently maintained.
3. From Existing Buildings: New buildings, whether single or
contiguous, shall be set back 30 feet on the non-contiguous sides from
the existing buildings.
4. Additional setbacks may be required due to the presence or proximity
of wetlands. (See Wetlands Ordinance)
5. Additional setbacks may be required due to the presence or proximity
of Shoreland. (See Shoreland Protection Ordinance)
6. Before a building permit can be issued, a certification must be provided
to the Building Inspector/Code Enforcement OflScer veriiying the
location of all foundations to insure corq)liance with the setback
provisions.
E. LOT COVERAGE
Lot coverage shall be no more than 35%. However, lot coverage may be
increased up to 50% ifthe applicant can show stormwater management techniques that
would allow for recharge on the property proposed to be developed.
F. SHAPE
All lots shall be rectangular in shape if possible.
G. OCCUPANCY PERMIT
Before an occupancy permit shall be issued, certification will be provided to the




The maximum height ofa building shall not exceed 45 feet measured from grade




Off-street parking fecilities shall be made available for workers and patrons of
businesses to the satisfection ofthe Planning Board.
2. AH drives or roadways shall have clear visibility and non-hazardous access to
public right-of-way.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS:
All business and commercial establishments under this Article shall be required to
meet at least the mfnirmim standards ofthe Sanitary Code as specified by the Health
Officer.
SIGNS:
Signs are permitted consistent with The Town ofKingston's Sign Ordinance.
CONFLICTS:
In cases where there is a conflict between this ordinance and the Aquifer Protection
Ordinance, this ordinance shall supercede the Aquifer Protection Ordinance.
AH other site plan reviewprocedures/requirements apply.
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 3: Are you in fevor ofthe adoption of the following Zoning Ordinance,
Article #3, as proposed by the Planning Board?
COMMERCIAL ZONE C-II
DESCRIPTION OF ZONE: At the intersection ofRte. 125N and Rte. 1 07N (Marshall




The following regulations shall govern the erection and alteration ofbuildings and use of
land in the Commercial Zone C-II.
PRE-EXISTING USE:
l^on-conforming uses legally in existence prior to the enactment ofthis ordinance may be
continued, maintained, repaired and improved, unless and until such use becomes an
imminent hazard to public health and safety. Non-conforming uses may not be expanded
or'changed to other non-conforming uses.
EXCEPTION: Residential uses existing at the time ofthis ordinance may be continued




Manufecturing and Storage Facilities for the storage ofnon-toxic
materials.
2. Recreational Facilities
3. Materials distribution plants, Truck terminals.





Motor vehicle junk yards and junk yards.





If, after a Public Hearing by the Board ofAdjustment in which there is a
positive endorsement by the Planning Board, a proposed Business, not
specifically restricted in this zone, is found to conform in character of
operation and would be in harmony with the allowed uses of this Zone,
then such use may be allowed by Special Exception of the Board of
Adjustment, subject to appropriate conditions and safeguards as may be
deemed necessary by said Board ofAdjustment.
2. After a Public Hearing, the Board ofAdjustment may grant a special
exception to permit chemical, biological or radiological processes as an
accessory use at a research and development laboratory and related




A. SITE PLAN REVIEW:
The Kingston Planning Board will review and approve or disapprove plans for the
development ofland tracts for non-residential uses whether or not such
development includes a subdivision or re-subdivision ofthe site,
B. SIZE:
Building lots in this zone shall have a minimum lot size oftwo acres.
C. FRONTAGE
Lots shall have a minimum continuous frontage of200 feet on an approved




Front: New buildings shall be set back 30 feet from the nearest existing or
proposed public right-of-way.
2. Side and Rear: New buildings shall be set back 20 feet from the side and rear
lot lines. When property abuts a residential property, no portion ofthe
development shall be less than 50 feet from residential lot lines. The required
50 foot vegetated buffer will be allowed within this fifty feet and shall be
permanently maintained.
3. From Existing Buildings: New buildings, whether single or contiguous, shall
be set back 30 feet on the non-contiguous sides from the existing buildings.
4. Additional setbacks may be required due to the presence or proximity of
wetlands. (See Wetlands Ordinance)
5. Additional setbacks may be required due to the presence or proximity of
Shoreland. (See Shoreland Protection Ordinance)
6. Before a building permit can be issued, a certification must be provided to the
Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer verifying the location of all
foundations to insure compliance with the setback provisions.
E. LOT COVERAGE
Lot coverage shall be no more than 35%. However, lot coverage may be
increased up to 50% ifthe applicant can show stormwater management techniques that
would allow for recharge on the property proposed to be developed.
F. SHAPE
All lots shall be rectangular in shape if possible.
G. OCCUPANCY PERMIT
A8
Before an occupancy permit shall be issued, certification will be provided to the
Building Inspector that the approved site plan is in compliance.
STRUCTURE REGULATIONS:
A. HEIGHT
The maximum height of a building shall not exceed 45 feet measured from grade




Off-street parking fecilities shall be made available for workers and patrons of
businesses to the satisfection of the Planning Board.
2. All drives or roadways shall have clear visibility and non-hazardous access to
public right-of-way.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS:
All business and commercial establishments under this Article shall be required to
meet at least the minimum standards ofthe Sanitary Code as specified by the Health
Officer.
SIGNS:
Signs are permitted consistent with The Town ofKingston's Sign Ordinance.
CONFLICTS:
In cases where there is a conflict between this ordinance and the Aquifer Protection
Ordinance, this ordinance shall supercede the Aquifer Protection Ordinance.
AU other site plan reviewprocedures/requirements apply.
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe following amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, Article #4, as proposed by the Planning Board?
To add the following text as the final paragraph in Article IV, District Regulations,
section 4.30 ofthe Kingston Zoning Ordinance:
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In addition, those lots abutting Pillsbury Pasture Road and Ordway Lane are to be
included in the Single Family Residential Zoning District; including all land that is
bounded by Pillsbury Pasture Road, Ordway Lane and Newton Junction Road.
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 5: Are you in &vor of the adoption ofthe following Zoning Ordinance,
Article #5, as proposed by citizens petition?
COMMERCIAL ZONE
Description ofZone : All lots/property in Tax Map R-2 and R-3 and only those lots with
frontage along NH Route 125 in Tax Maps R-4,'R-5, R-8, R-9, R-10, R-1 1 and R-13.
(Editorial Note: Basicallyfrom the Kingston/Plaistow line to the area before what is
known as Frontage Road near the "Fairgrounds".)
Purpose : As the Town ofKingston continues to grow, provisions need to be made within
the Town to provide for commercial centers to not only serve the residents ofKingston
but also provide locations for the establishment ofbusinesses to wapiowe employment
opportunities and broaden the tax base for the community. Business from the south will
eventually expand along the NH Route 125 corridor and the Town ofKingston needs to
plan for organized growth to provide for a financially viable, yet attractive, commercial
zone.
PRE-EXISTING USE:
Non-conforming uses legally in existence prior to the enactment ofthis ordinance may be
continued, maintained, repaired and improved, unless and until such use becomes an
imminent hazard to public health and safety. Non-conforming uses may not be expanded
or changed to other non-confonmng uses.
EXCEPTION: Residential uses existing at the time ofthis ordinance may be continued




Business Center Development: A tract of land, buildings or structures planned as
a whole and intended to include those uses allowed in this district whether built at
one time as a unit or in two or more construction stages.
2. Any retail business such as: book, stationery, or news store, drug store, dry goods
or variety store, jewelry store, florist, gift or antique shop, hardware store, meat
market, or wearing apparel store; limited to indoor sales.
3. Supermarket/Grocery Store
4. Professional and business offices, medical and dental clinics and fimeral homes.
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5. Banks and other similar JSnancial institutions, including drive-in windows as an
accessory use.
6. Barber and beauty shops, Laundromats, dry cleaning outlets (pick-up and delivery
only), tailor and dressmaking, and other personal service stores and shops.
7. General service or repair shops such as for jewelry, clocks, radios and televisions,
small appliances, bicycle repair and services of a similar nature.
8. Commercial recreation establishments such as indoor theaters, bowling alleys,
miniature/golf courses and campgrounds.
9. Restaurants, cafes, taverns, and similar establishments serving food and beverage.
10. Automotive filling/serviee stations.
1 1
.
Vehicular, trailer & recreational vehicle sales and service repair fecility.




Drive through vsdndow as an accessory use for a restaurant
2. Care and Treatment ofAnimals
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS:
3. I^ ailer a Public Hearing by the Board ofAdjustment in which there is a
positive endorsement by the Planning Board, a proposed Business, not
specifically restricted in this zone, is found to conform in character of
operation and would be in harmony with the permitted uses as described
in this Zone, then such use may be allowed by Special Exception ofthe
Board ofAdjustment, subject to appropriate conditions and safeguards as




Residential construction is prohibited.
2. Motor vehicle junkyards and junkyards are prohibited.




Building height: No building or structure in this district shall be greater
than 45 feet in height.
2. Outside storage: Any outside storage in this commercial district is subject
to Planning Board approval. If allowed, all storage areas v^ be visually
screened from access street, arterials and adjacent property. No storage
shall be allowed between a frontage street and the building line.
3. Signs shall be in accordance with the Town ofKingston Sign ordinance.
4. Setbacks for Biiilding and Structures:




Additional setbacks may be required due to existence or proximity of
Shoreland or Wetlands or in accordance with the Aquifer Protection
Ordinance.
5. A minimum contiguous frontage of 200 feet on a Class V or better
highway is required.




Minimum area to be suitably planted and permanently maintained with grass,
ground cover, shrubs and/or trees shall be twenty per cent (20%) if the total lot
area. Excepting curb/driveways, a "green" area shall enclose the entire lot
perimeter as follows: Minimum width of "green" areas shall be 25 feet except
that where the area abuts a public right-of-way, such area shall be not less than
fifty (50) feet.
2. Where commercial development abuts a Residentially-Zoned property, a 50-foot
vegetated buffer shall be suitably planted and permanently maintained along that
abutting property line; plantings will be no less than 50% evergreen for year-
round screening.
Site Plan Review:
The Kingston Planning Board v^ review and approve or disapprove plans for the
development ofland tracts for non-residential uses whether or not such development
includes a subdivision or re-subdivision ofthe site.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 6: Are you in fevor ofthe adoption of the following amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, Article #6, as proposed by citizens petition?
To see ifthe Town will vote to approve the following additions and changes to the
Town's Rural Residential District:
The Rural Residential District shall include the whole town with the exception ofthe
Historic Districts, the Single Family Residential District, the Single Family Residential-
Agricultural District, the Industoial Zone and any adopted Commercial Zone.
PURPOSE: The district is primarily intended for business-professional offices and
residential use, limiting the size, scale and expansion ofneighborhood commercial uses
in order to minimize traffic volumes and congestion, and other adverse inpacts on the
neighborhoods in which said establishments are located.
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Pre-existing Use :
Non-conforming uses legally in existence prior to the enactment ofthis ordinance may be
continued, maintained, repaired and improved, unless and until such use becomes an
imminent hazard to public health and safety. Non-conforming uses may not be expanded
or changed to other non-conforming uses.
Permitted Uses :
1. Professional of&ces including doctors, dentists, lawyers, engineers, architects




5. Child Day Care Facilities
6. Barber and Beauty Shops
7. General service and repair shops (non-automotive) such as fore jewelry,
clocks, radios, televisions, computers, electronics, small appliances, bicycle
repair and services of a similar nature.
8. Antique Shop
9. Home occupation as described in Kingston's Home Occupation Ordinance




Building Height: No structure in this District shall be greater than 30 feet in
height.
2. Outside Storage: No outside storage or display of any kind is permitted
within this district.
Exception: Sale of seasonal items such as Christmas trees, pun^kins,
vegetables and the like.
3. Commercial building area (footprint) shall not exceed 2500 square feet.
4. Signs shall be in accordance with the Kingston Home Occupation Ordinance.
5. Setbacks and Buffering:
Front: New buildings shall be set back 30 feet from the nearest existing or
proposed public right-of-way.
Side and Rear: New buildings shall be set back 20 feet from the side and
rear lot lines. Between commercial and residential uses, a 50-foot
vegetated buffer shall be suitably planted and permanently maintained;
plantings will be no less than 50% evergreen for year-round screening.
Additional setbacks may be required for conqjliance vwth other applicable
regulations and ordinances, including but not limited to. Wetlands,
Shoreland, and Aquifer Protection.
6. A minimum contiguous frontage of200 feet on a Class V or better highway is
required.
7. Must comply with all other Town ofKingston ordinances and regulations.
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Planning Board review and approval is required for all cx)imnercial and muhi-
femily developments and subdivisions.
Also, should the proposed Commercial II Zone be adopted by the Town, to amend the
language in section 4.42A #3 to read:
Adult uses shall be allowed in the Commercial II Zone only.
(Editorial Note: This removes Adult Businessfrom the Rural Residential Zone where it is
currently allowed.)
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 7: Are you in &vor ofthe adoption of the following amendment to the
existing Town Zoning Ordinance, Article #7, as^proposed by citizens petition?
Amend section 4.80 (11) (7) ofthe existing Kingston Zoning Ordinance, which provides a
partial listing ofpermitted uses within Kingston's industrial zone, to add the words
"and asphalt" following the word "cement" and before the words "plants, rock crushing
and stone washing operations."
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
ARTICLE 8: To raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and o&er appropriations voted separately, the
amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote ofthe first
session, for the purposes set fortfi therein, totaling $ 3,332,734. Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shaU be $3,208,909, which is the same as last year, with
certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town ofKingston or by law or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13 XVI, to
take up the issue ofa revised operating budget only.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9: To see ifthe Town will authorize the Tax Collector to allow a 1 ¥2%
deduction jfrom Town Property Tax when payment is made within 30 days of billing,
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
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ARTICLE 10: To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
acquire, in the name of the Town, from Magnusson Farm, LLC, portions of Lots R40-2
and R40-3 and a portion of Lot R40-5 containing 60 acres, more or less, of land on the
easterly side ofRoute 125 in Kingston, New Hampshire, being the Town ofKingston
Landfill and, in consideration therefore, to pay $1.00 to Magnusson Farm, LLC; and to
appropriate the sum of $1,00 for this purpose; to grant certain access easements to
Magnusson Farm, LLC; and to provide Magnusson Farm, LLC with an indemnity
agreement whereby the Town agrees to indemnify Magnusson Farm, LLC and save
Magnusson Farm, LLC harmless from any claims alleging environmental contamination
of said land or alleging death, bodily injury, property damage or other bss arising out of
the Town's use of said land as a landfill for disposal ofwaste, and the closure and
monitoring ofthe Landfill.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 11: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven
Million ($7,000,000.00) Dollars to be used for closure and long term monitoring ofthe
Kingston Landfill pursuant to an Order ofthe New Hanpshire Department of
Environmental Services. Funds for said landfill closure to be taken from the "Kingston
Landfill" Special Revenue Fund previously adopted by Town vote. This Article shall
authorize the Selectmen of the Town ofKingston to spend such sums from the "Kingston
Landfill" Special Revenue Fund as are necessary for landfill closure and long term
monitoring. This will be a non-lapsing Warrant Article and will not lapse until
December 31. 2009. (The intent ofthe "Kingston Landfill" Special Revenue Fund, as
adopted, was to accumulate surplus revenue from the operation of the Landfill for fijture
closing and long term monitoring costs.)
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 12: To see ifthe Town ofKingston shall authorize the Board of Selectmen,
pursuant to New Hanpshire RSA Chapter 38, to establish a municipal water utility, to
accept future dedications ofwater utility infi-astructure and to acquire those portions of
existing water utility infrastructure, plant and property which the Selectmen judge to be
suitable for establishing a municipal water utility, with the further understanding that any
agreement to accept or acquire such plant or infrastmcture shall either be paid for from
monies appropriated for general government purposes, or alternately, in the Selectmen's
discretion, any agreement to acquire or a determination of acquisition price shall be
presented to a fiiture Kingston Town Meeting for approval and ratification prior to final
acquisition ofwater utility property.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A15
ARTICLE 13: To see ifthe Town will vote to grant the Selectmen the authority to
acquire or sell land, buildings, or both pursuant to the provisions ofRSA41 : 14-a. Once
adopted, these provisions shall remain in effect until specifically rescinded by the Town
at any duly warned meeting pursuant to RSA 41 :14-c.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100,000 to be added to the previously established Outside Detail Fund. The source of
this revenue shall be clients of the Town and this article shall not impact the tax rate.
Outside Details are a source ofrevenue for the Town.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 15: To see ifthe Town ofKingston will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum oftwelve thousand two hundred fiily-four dollars ($12,254) to be used for
equipment and personnel to develop a Town Emergency Response Plan, The flmding for
this appropriation is to come fi-om 12/3 1/03 unreserved fund balance from the fimds
received in 2003 in a grant from the State ofNew Hampshire "Emergency Operations
Hazard and Terrorist Plan, not to be raised by taxes,
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $75,000 to be
placed in the ejqjendable trust fund to repair, maintain and improve Town buildings.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 17: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate $50,000 for the
purpose ofcomplying with fire and safety codes at the Nichols Memorial Library.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of$60,000 to
be placed in a previously approved Capital Reserve Fund for the future replacement of
highway equipment.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
A16
ARTICLE 19: To see ifthe Town will vote to create a pennanent part-time clerical
position for the Highway Department at a salary of up to $10,400. Further, to raise and
appropriate $7,800, which represents nine (9) months of flmding.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 20: On petition ofthe Kingston Fire Wards and 32 other registered voters of
the Town ofKingston, on behalf ofthe Kingston Fire Department, to see ifthe Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000 to be placed in the previously
established Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund for apparatus replacement.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 21: On petition ofthe Kingston Fire Wards and 27 registered'voters ofthe
Town ofKingston, on behalfofthe Kingston Fire Department, to see ifthe Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,000 to Purchase a new forestry vehicle in
accordance with the Truck Replacement Master Plan, and to authorize the withdrawal of
$60,000 from the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund for Apparatus Replacement
created for that purpose. Approval ofthe Warrant has a $0.00 dollar effect on the tax rate
due to ftmding ofthe Capital Reserve program by the tax-payers each year.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 22: On petition of 36 registered voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $120,000 to be placed in the "Land
Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund" for the fixture purchase of development rights,
conservation easements and other land acquisitions in order to stabilize the tax base,
maintain large tracts ofland and to help insure that the development of additional large
muhi-house subdivisions do not have a significant impact on taxes for education, fire and
police.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 23: On petition ofthe Kingston Fire Wards and 26 other registered voters of
the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the Kingston Fire Department, to see ifthe Town will
vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund for Future Replacement, Refiirbishment, or
Upgrade of Fire Department Buildings, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000
to be placed in this fimd. Establishment ofthis fimd attempts to keep level taxation while
planning for and preparing for fiiture needs.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
A17
ARTICLE 24: On petition of30 registered voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to see ifthe
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000) to be added to the existing Nichols Memorial Library Capital Reserve Fund
For Future Library Expansion and name the Nichols Memorial Board ofTrustees and
Board of Selectmen as agents to expend.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 25: On petition of the Kingston Recreation Commission and 28 registered
voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to determine ifthe Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the existing
Kingston Recreation Capital Reserve Fund. Funds to be earmarked for the construction
ofnew ballfields, tennis courts, and basketball courts at the area known as the Kingston
Fairgrounds.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 26: On petition ofthe all-volunteer Kingston Recreation Commission and 3
1
registered voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to determine ifvoters will authorize the
creation ofa part-time Recreation Coordinator, working 10 to 20 hours per week, 52
weeks/yr. Stipend/wages shall not exceed $450 per month, or $5,400 annually. This
person will seek out and secure available grant monies, conduct an updated survey of our
Town's recreational needs, and steer the Rec Commission to provide wholesome,
recreational activities serving the entire Kingston Community. This person shall report to
the Board of Selectmen via the Recreation Commission. A conplete job description is
on file at Town HalL Further, since this position would begin 7/1/04, to raise and
appropriate a sbc month stipend for calendar year 2004, at $2,700.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMISSION
ARTICLE 27: To see ifthe Town will vote to modify the optional veterans' tax credit
pursuant to RSA 72:28 II to the amount of $200.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 28: To see ifthe Town will vote to modify the elderly exemption pursuant to
RSA 72:39-b II, based on assessed value for qualified taxpayers as follows:
For a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $65,000
For a person 75 years ofage up to 80 years, $85,000 and
For a person 80 years of age or older, $105,000
A18
In addition, tiie taxpayer must have a net income, in each applicable age group ofnot
more than $17,500, or, if married, a combined net income ofnot more than $27,400; and
own net assets not in excess of$55,000, excluding the value of the persons residence.
Other elderly exemptions that have been previously adopted are hereby rescinded upon
the adoption ofthis Article. In the event this Article does not pass, the existing elderly
exenption provisions shall remain in effect, unmodified.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 29: To see ifthe Town vwll vote to modify an exen5)tion for the disabled
pursuant to RSA 72:37-b choosing an exenq)tion based on assessed value for qualified
tajqjayers in the amount of $70,000. That this modification shall not otherwise effect the
provisions ofthe existing exemption for disabled provisions concerning net income if
passed. Ifthis Warrant Article does not pass, the existing exemption will remain in
effect, unmodified.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
ARTICLE 30: On petition of34 registered voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to see ifthe
Town will vote to establish as Town Forests imder RSA 3 1 : 11 the following five parcels
ofland:
(1) South Kingston Forest located offValley Lane comprised ofTax Map R-1, Lots
5, 1 1, 12, and 13 and Tax Map R-6, Lots 6 and 12, totaling approximately 108
acres.
(2) North Kingston Forest offBack Road, ax Map R-42, Lot 6, totaling
approximately 41 acres.
(3) Frye Road Forest, Tax Map R-7, Lot 1, totaling approximately 41 acres.
(4) Dorre Road forest. Tax Map R-5, Lot 6, totaling approximately 16 acres.
(5) A parcel ofland on Route 107, Tax Map R- 28, Lot 2, totaling approximately 1
1
acres;
To authorize the Conservation Commission to manage the Town Forests under the
provisions of RSA 31:112 II and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into
conservation easements with an appropriate entity on the above parcels
The purpose of this warrant article is to designate properties which are already under
the supervision of the Kingston Conservation Commission as Town Forests and to
place the properties under permanent conservation easements.
ARTICLE 31: On petition of 26 registered voters ofthe Town ofKingston, to see ifthe
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of fiinding
the Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County.
A19
The Child Advocacy Center ofRockingham County is a non-proiBt agency whose
mission is to protect children. Wed do this by providing a safe environment for the
evaluation of child abuse and exploitation, coordinating services to victims and femilies
and preventing future abuse through community education. Goals are:
To create a neutral place where interviews and services for abused children is
,
provided.
To prevent trauma to a child caused by multiple contacts with various community
professionals.
To provide the femily vwth needed services that help them resolve their problems.
To communicate and coordinate our efforts with other community agencies.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 32: On petition of Seacare Health Services and 31 registered voters ofthe
Town ofKingston, to see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000
to support the health services offered by Seacare Health Services to the uninsured
working families who are residents of the Town.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 33: On petition of Steppingstone Music Opportunities, Inc., d/b/a The Sad
Cafe and 25 registered voters of the Town ofKingston to see ifthe Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to help sustain current and future researched
based prevention programs serving the needs of local children, youth and families in the
Sanborn and Timberlane Regional School Districts. In addition to Kingston, the towns of
Plaistow, Newton, Atkinson, Sandown and Danville are requested to raise and
appropriate equal amounts. In additbn, requested funds will help extend the hours of our
Director ofCommunity Programs from 20 to 30 hours per week. The current director has
a masters degree in social work and vM continue to provide professional services and
effective grant writing skills in seeking alternative fimds in support of our expanding
programs.
Intent: Multiple community collaborative support for social service programs addressing
regional concerns are key components in receiving major grant fimding.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
$2500 RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
A20
ARTICLE 34: To see ifthe Town ofKingston will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7930.00 for the purpose of continued funding ofFamily Medication and Juvenile
Services of Southern Rockingham County. The agency is a non-profit organization who
will provide the following services: Parent-Child Mediation, Peer Mediation,
Community Service, Restitution, Youth and Parent participation in Anger-Management
Courses, Youth and Parent participation in Substance Abuse Awareness Courses, Stop
Shoplifting Courses, Tobacco Education, and individually-tailored juvenile diversion
contracts as mandated by Brentwood Family Court. The Town ofKingston has
participated id this program since its inception in 1983.
RECOMMENDED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY BUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 35: To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 20*^ day of January, 2004.






BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: Kingston
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 2004 to December 31, ^^^^
or Fiscal Year From ^to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list tlie entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.
This is to certify that this budget was posted with the warrant on the (date) January 20, 2004
BUDGET COMMITTEE




THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR ORA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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Budget • Town/City of Kingston FY 2004
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Prior Year Ensuing Year
TAXES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use Cliange Taxes 60000
3180 Resident Taxes
318C Timber Taxes 466 6661 600
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes 8266 6800
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 49000 48862 49000
inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax (t.02 cents per cu yd) 2789
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 86 36
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 976000 1048970 1000000
3230 Building Permits 20000 48303 48360
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 61600 34227 32700
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 33000 49337 36000
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3361 Shared Revenues 16000 47216 47000
3362 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 176000 180186 180000
3363 Highway Block Grant 130692 130692 130926
3364 Water Pollutien Grant
3366 Housing & Community Development
3366 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 2600 417
3367 Flood Control Reimbursement
3369 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS 1060 77970 3100
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 206966 227727 216600
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3601 Sale of Municipal Property 4000 8746 3000
3602 Interest on Investments 39600 21614 20000
3603-3609 Other 48600 63231 77290
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3912 From Special Revenue Funds 14 100000 100000 100000
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INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx





3916 From Capital Reserve Funds 163286
3916 From Trust & Agency Funds 7000 1260 8000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES JUCXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds & Notes
Amounts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus*) 16 12264
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes








SUBTOTAL 1 Approprlaiiont Recommended (frorfi pg. S) 3332734 3332734
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Wimnl Articles Recommended (from pg. 6) 68000D 620000
SUBTOTAL 3 IndlvkJuir Watnnt Articlei Recommended (from pg. 6) 70B88BS 7086185
TOTAL Approprtitioni Recommended 11101419 11038918
Lett: Amount of Eitimated Revenues & Credtti (from above) 8»6941» 8868419
Eitlmited Amount of Tuee to be Raised 2132000 2069500
Maximum Allowable increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18: $ 12,142,81
1





BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19 & 32:21)
VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Corts
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: KINGSTON FISCAL YEAR END 2004
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. (See Posted





2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds & Notes
per RSA 33:8 &33:7-b
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total Exclusions (Sum of rows 2-5) < >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 11,038,919
8. Line 7 times 10% 1,103,892
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 12,142,811
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget.
Please enter this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.










2004 °^ Change % Change
2003 2003 2004 BudCom 1Recmmd. Recmmd.
Department Budaet Actual Request Recommend. ^/. Budget V. Actual
Animal Control 16050 14700 16375 16375 2.0% 11.4%
Cons. Comm. 3835 3835 3535 3035 -20.9% -20.9%
Election/Reg. Exp. 5800 6288 12100 12100 108.6% 92.4%
Emergency Mgmt. 3800 1848 3300 3300 -13.2% 78.6%
Fire 313954 287678 350713 340888 8.6% 18.5%
Forest Fire 6275 4335 3300 3300 -47.4% -23.9%
Health Dept. 6450 9701 10050 10050 55.8% 3.6%
Highway Dept. 426240 443094 428234 424734 -0.4% -4.1%
Historic DIst. Comm. 100 5 245 245 145.0% 4800.0%
Human Services 21920 40459 44136 48636 121.9% 20.2%
Insurance/Benefits 399365 344819 482168 453303 13.5% 31.5%
Library 118230 112740 130633 124736 5.5% 10.6%
Mis. General Govt. 120338 169562 118000 117500 -2.4% -30.7%
Misc. Public Safety 173092 181417 184425 174425 0.8% -3.9%
Misc. (Vital Stats.) 56050 49066 55150 54300 -3.1% 10.7%
Mun. Budget Com. 1220 1039 1380 1380 13.1% 32.8%
Municipal Prop. 115290 105476 131102 132752 15.1% 25.9%
Parks/Recreation 19300 16858 9100 9100 -52.8% -46.0%
Planning Board 45969 38960 50912 48162 4.8% 23.6%
Police 479114 470743 484363 484663 1.2% 3.0%
Recreation Comm. 50350 45600 47900 47900 -4.9% 5.0%
Soda) SanL^encies 34413 34413 35571 35571 3.4% 3.4%
Solid Waste Oisp. 388750 393333 450500 450500 15:8% 14.5%
Supervisors/Checklist 400 200 300 300 -25.0% 50.0%
Town Inspection 13450 8199 13350 13350 -0.7% 62.8%
Town Off. Exp. 195999 186489 217059 217059 10.7% 16.4%
Town Off. Salaries 66440 66185 68220 68295 2.8% 3.2%
Trustees/Trust Funds 36200 32175 37700 35000 -3.3% 8.8%
Zoning Board of Adj. 1500 2018 1775 1775 18.3% -12.0%
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description:




Grace Daley - Land & Building
Furniture















8th St. Great Pond Park
7th St. Great Pond Park
6th St. Great Pond Park
5th St. Great Pond Park
4th St. Great Pond Park
2nd St. Great Pond Park
2nd St. Great Pond Park
Wadleigh Pt. Road



















































































Along Pow Wow River





















Route 125 (Town Dump)




Off Thome Rd. (Town Forest)
Ball Rd.
Off Cedar Swamp Pond Rd.


















































































10 Spofford Pt. Rd.
22 Sunshine Drive
Cedar Swamp Pond Rd.
1 Webster Grove Rd.
203 Route 125
7 Folly Brook Terrace




































1 Twelfth St. U4-216 4,300
5 Twelfth St. U4-217 4,400
3 Frontage Rd. R20-16 195,200
6 Fourth St. U4-161 4,300
Off Farm Rd. R40-41 3,100
46 Mill Rd. R12-40 94,500
27 First St. U4-96 72,700
19 Sixth St. U4-35 43,400
31 Second St. U4-87 5,500
28 First St. U4-92 6,300
23 First St. U4-98 71,100
Off Seventh St. U4-186 4,700
OffNew Boston Rd. R18-18 210,197
$4,084,637
39
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
2003
Assessed Valuation












Public Utilities $ 8,604,100









NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE
IS COMPUTED $611,416,196
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN ANNUAL REPORT
This was a year that included several seminal events. The Landfill closed on 31
December after decades of accepting the waste of our Town as well as many others as
well as construction debris. Six years ago, we were accepting 16,000 tons ofwaste per
year. Five years ago, it jumped to almost 30,000. For three to four years, it was almost
50,000 tons per year based on the improved economy and the resultant boon in
construction. Based on these fortuitous convergences, the landfill closure account
generated close to $10 milHon dollars. As such, no additional fimds will be required to
initiate the fiiU closure required by the State. The landfill should be capped by the end of
this year. Special recognition should be given to the prior Selectmen who initiated this
plan, and specifically to Selectman Mark Heitz. His tireless efforts have been directly
responsible for the positive state of the closure.
This year also saw the first "reval" since 1988. Any endeavor of this magnitude
(assessing over 2,700 parcels) is sure to have its own problems and this project was not
immune fi"om that fact. The difficulty in converting to a new computer program delayed
the 2""^ tax bills for approximately a month, but should, in the long run, vastly simpUfy
the process and provide residents with access to more secure information. With requests
for abatements ( a viable measurement of accuracy) currently running at under 2%,
overall we can say that the effort was a success.
As I conclude my tenure as one of your Selectmen, I wish to take a moment to thank all
the dedicated volunteers who serve all of us. From the uncompensated members of the
various Town boards who spend many hours in service to the individuals who come
forward when specific events warrant. I especially recall the 40-50 people who came out
several years ago to build the playground at the old fairgrounds. While they serve for
their own individual reasons, they all "epitomize "community service". Our Town
functions in direct correlation to those who serve. If you are not currently volunteering
for anything, I encourage you to get involved and make a difference.
Finally, thank you for allowing me to represent you. The past six years have been






Nichols Memorial Library 2003 Annual Report
Many positive changes have taken place at the Nichols Library during the past year. First, I
am pleased to have been selected as your new Library Director in place ofNatasha Leonard who
accepted another library position elsewhere. We all certainly wish her continued success.
As her successor, it is my intent to maintain a very high standard of service and assistance to
library patrons, as well as make sure the library needs of the community are met in a sensible,
cost-effective, progressive manner. It is also my hope that we can re-organize the Friends of the
Library group so that we can work hand in hand to promote the essential needs and goals ofyour
Public Library.
The community is continuing to take advantage of a variety of library resources and programs.
Computer usage and Internet access is up significantly, music CD's, DVD's, and Audio Books
have also been well utilized by library patrons. We continue to purchase a wide variety of both
large print and best selling books, children's books, videos, CD's DVD's, audio titles,
magazines, and so much more.
We welcomed two new library substitutes this year, Kelli Lennon & Kathy Sullivan. Both are
friendly, helpful staff members who enjoy assisting and resolving the various needs of library
patrons. We wish to thank Library Associates Karen Kamon & Margie O'Donnell for so capably
maintaining a high level of quality library services during the interim period between Ms.
Leonard's departure and my arrival in mid-November.
We wish to extend our sincere appreciation to all those in Kingston and beyond, who have so
generously and thoughtfully supported fundraisers, donated library books, money, videos,
supplies, food, expertise, etc. all in a sincere attempt to provide worthy and essential library
services, programs, and informational material, in an effort to do everything possible to minimize
costs to taxpayers. We appreciate and look forward to your continued support in the year ahead.
Financial Report













































Matthew E. Thomas, Library Director
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2003 Report ofthe PCingston Police Department
For a second consecutive year the department's approach to proactive policing has been
proven successful.
In the year 2003, we received 16,025 calls for service, which represents a 5 % decrease from
the prior year of 2002.
It has consistently been the practice of the police department to actively pursue grants and
donations that help us to reduce the tax burden of residents.
This year the department received a total of $105,000 in grants and donations.
International terrorism continues to be a concern of everyone, and information is disseminated
on a daily basis through local, state and federal authorities. It is imperative that our officers are
equipped and appropriately trained to deter any crisis that could occur.
To support that preparedness, we continue to pursue the necessary grant flmding to purchase
emergency equipment and provide essential training for our officers. These efforts help to insure
the safety of our community.
This year the department welcomed part-time officers Dale Gordon, Chad Murphy and full-
time secretary/dispatcher Tammy Cross. These individuals fdled vacancies left by officers Glerm
Wiggin and Bill Harvey Jr. and secretary/dispatcher Nancy Immonti.
We thank these dedicated employees, who have moved on to new and challenging endeavors,
for their years of service to the department and die residents of Kingston.
I thank you, the members of our community for your continued support, appreciation, and
donations that have been provided to the Kingston Police Department. We remain committed in
providing the most professional, timely and efficient services to all our residents.
Respectfully Submitted,




YEAR 2003 CALLS FOR SERVICE
AMBULANCE ASSISTS 473
JUVENILE COMPLAINTS 112







ASSIST TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS 419
SUSPICIOUS PERSONS 127
LOST OR ABANDONED PROPERTY 53
TOWED VEHICLES 316
WANTED PERSON & PD INFO 775
DOMESTIC COMPLAINT 406











THREATENING PHONE CALLS 63
OTHER COMPLAINTS 3077
PERMITS ISSUED 120
COMMUNITY RELATIONS EVENTS 88
CITIZEN ASSISTS 606
PERSON INJURY ACCIDENTS 72
PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENTS 111
MINOR ACCIDENTS 61
MV SUMMONS ISSUED 702
MV WARNINGS ISSUED 4540
SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE COMPLAINT 213
TRAFFIC HAZARD OR OBSTRUCTION 97
DISABLED VEHICLE ASSISTS 202
VIN CHECKS 373
MV CHECKUP/DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT 101
PARKING TICKETS ISSUED 12
VEHICLE OPERATION COMPLAINTS 312
DWI ARRESTS 82
SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE/MAIL CALLS 35
TOTAL CALLS: 16025
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Kingston Fire Department - 2003 Year End Report
In 2003, the Kingston Fire Department continued to meet the standards outlined in the Capital
Improvement Plan established by the department in 2001. With the approval of the voters in
March 2003, our 4th full time employee was hired in July 2003 to supplement the weekend
coverage. Today, Kingston Fire has 3 fulltime EMT/Firefighters and 1 EMT/Secretary who work
a staggered schedule. Our goal is to have at least 2 EMT's in the station seven days a week. The
call force members fill in where additional coverage is needed. Having coverage at the station
cuts valuable minutes off response times to any fire or medical call; and minutes can make the
difference is preserving life and property.
There continues to be substantial growth in Kingston with the addition of new roads and
subdivisions as well as 55+ housing. Along with that growth comes increasing service calls that
require police and fire intervention. Not only have inspections increased with this new growth,
but the grov^h has impacted Kingston's call volume as well. The ambulance serviced 523
patients in 2003 (up from 481 in 2002) and fire calls numbered 305 (sHghtly down from 311 in
2002).
Kingston Fire continues to maintain a high standard of training for all members. There are many
yearly training requirements that firefighters and EMT's must now complete in order to maintain
their department status. Many of these requirements come fi^om the state and federal
government. In spite of the required training hours, Kingston Fire continues to have 40+
volunteer members who show a commitment and dedication to both the department and the
town.
The "volimteer" spirit is still alive with the Kingston Volunteer Firemen's Association! If you
drive by South Station on Hunt Road, please stop and take a look at the recent addition that was
added. It primarily accommodates 2 pieces of antique equipment as well as our boat, forestry
and hazardous materials equipment. Cramped for space and not being a budgeted project, the
addition was designed and built by KVFA members. This was a joint construction venture,
funded largely by the Association with a lot of support from local residents and businesses. The
project was accomplished over four weekends with members participating however they could.
Those without construction skills provided labor, or snacks or meals. This was truly a volunteer
effort.
This year the Kingston Fire Department felt a tremendous loss with the passing of longtime
member Earl Carter. Serving the fire department for more than 50 years, he had seen and helped
us through considerable change and growth including the purchase of our newest fire truck, 25
Tank 1 . His loss is one that will never be replaced. In his memory, the addition to the Hunt
Road Fire Station has been dedicated with a plaque recognizing his 50+ years of service.
We continue to be a community service organization and strive to remain one of the best fire and
ambulance services in our area. It is with our partnership with local businesses and residents that
we are able to grow and better serve you.
William Timmons




REPORT OF THE KINGSTON HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
The Department was very busy during the winter of 2004-2004 with 43 separate snow
and/or ice events and approximately 108 inches of snow. If you review the year end
budget report, you will see the increased winter costs in snowplowing, salt, overtime and
vehicle maintenance. There have not been many years (only two of the last seventeen)
that I have overspent my budget but this winter did me in! I applied for Federal Disaster
Relief from THE U.S. DEPT. OF HOMELAND SECURITY F.E.M.A. and was awarded
over $1 7,000 to help pay for the major Northeaster of 2-17-03. With this revenue, we are
actually under budget. Due to the extreme cold and deep frost in the roads, a lot of
damage was done to road surfaces because of severe frost heaves.
Spring, summer and fall were typical seasons with us staying busy paving, grading roads,
drainage, brush cutting, etc.
I am happy to report the roof has finally been repaired at the highway garage. It no
longer rains inside the shed during a storm!
Please note that any change in your driveway or any work done in the Town Right-Of-
Way requires a permit from the Town per state statutes. If you do not get a permit, you
will be cited and be responsible for the costs of all restoration costs.
All mailboxes must meet federal, state and town rules and regulations or you will be
liable for damage done to my plows or civically liable for damage done in the course of
any traffic accident. So if you do not follow the rules, I hope you review your insurance
poUcy.
This year I am asking you in the form of warrant articles to support me by voting to
approve a part-time person to work in the office to help me with clerical issues and to
have someone answer phones, take messages and schedule appointments. We are the
largest department in town and the only major department without clerical help.
I am also asking you to support my Capital Reserve Fund for the fiiture replacement of
trucks and equipment.
In December, we took delivery of a new dump truck with plow wing and sander body.
Please feel free to drop by and check it out.
THANKS TO MY CREW AT THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT FOR A JOB
WELL DONE! Also, thanks to Selectmen, Fire and Police for their assistance. This
town is very fortunate that fire, police and highway work so well together. It does not
happen in a lot of other towns.
Selectmen also have asked me to oversee the final stages of the landfill closure process as
well as supervising all building and grounds maintenance. It should be another busy
year!
Respectfully submitted,
Richard D. St. Hilaire
Road Agent
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REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
The Highway Safety Committee has been extremely busy in 2003 focused on two significant
projects; the reconstruction of the Hunt Road and Newton Junction Road Intersection and the
Route 125 improvement project for Plaistow and Kingston.
The final design for the reconstruction of the Hunt Road and Newton Junction Road Intersection
was approved in early 2003. The Department of Transportation immediately began negotiating
with abutting landowners to secure the property needed to construct the intersection. The Safety
Committee believes that the fmal design reflects the best possible compromise although we
regret the loss of the Bayberry Variety store. The Department of Transportation has informed us
that due to budgetary constraints the project's schedule will be extended but that construction
should begin in 2004 and will be completed in early 2005. This intersection has been the site of
numerous serious accidents and the Committee is extremely pleased that the long awaited
reconstruction will be completed soon.
The second project that Committee members have been involved with concerns the redesign of
the section of Route 125 beginning at the Westville Bridge in Plaistow to the Route 1 1 1 By-Pass
in Kingston. The communities of Plaistow and Kingston have worked together with the
Department of Transportation to develop an access management plan for the corridor which will
improve the roadway for the traveling public as well as promote the development and expansion
of businesses along Route 125. Throughout 2003, the Department of Transportation and the
Route 125 Advisory Committee have held hearings to gather comments from the general public
and business owners concerning the proposed design and have made many of the changes
recommended at these meetings. The current design has received the support of the Kingston
Board of Selectmen, Road Agent, Town Engineer, PoUce and Fire Departments. During 2004
several more meetings will be scheduled to review the design and finalize it for a final public
hearing before a Special Committee of Executive Council.
Although this project appears in the current Ten Year Transportation Plan, the Safety Committee
is not confident that the project will begin construction as planned in 2006. The main obstacle
affecting this project and many others is the lack of available funds. If the 1-93 expansion project
is funded through a bond offering then the Department of Transportation believes the funds will
be available. The Safety Committee and the Route 125 Advisory Committee will continue the
push for final design approval in 2004 and will work closely with our elected officials to ensure
that this project is fimded and completed within a reasonable period of time. The Safety
Committee would like to thank the residents of Kingston and the business owners who have
participated in the planning process and have provided their ideas and recommendations. The
Safety Committee will need your continued involvement to see this project successfully
completed.






REPORT OF THE KINGSTON PLANNING BOARD
2003
The Planning Board consists of six elected members, one representative from the
Selectmen's office, and up to three appointed Alternates. Each year, the voters of
Kingston have the opportunity to decide who will fill two of the elected positions. This
provides for a turnover in membership that contributes to the diversity of the Planning
Board. It also gives interested residents a chance to serve their town in a planning
capacity. The Planning Board meets at least three times a month (usually the first,
third and fourth Tuesdays) in the Town Hall. Meetings are open to the public, and can
consist of Hearings and discussion on any mix of the following:
• Commercial/Industrial Site Plan Reviews
• Residential Subdivisions
• Lot Line Adjustments
• Zoning Ordinance/Regulation Review
• Master Plan Development & Updating
Planning Board members volunteer many hours of personal time to carefully examine
each proposal, determine compliance with local ordinances & regulations, gather public
input & comment and weigh the community impacts of each project. The Board strives
to make decisions that are in the best interest of the Town of Kingston, while remaining
true to the Town's zoning ordinances and State laws.
Again this year the Board applied for, and was awarded, a Targeted Block Grant (TBG)
from the Rockingham Planning Commission. This year's grant money will be used to
develop a Residential Buildout Analysis (RBA) for the Town of Kingston. Kingston, like
many of its neighboring towns, is facing tremendous development pressure on its open
land resources. A RBA will provide the Planning Board, and other town departments &
officials, with a planning tool to estimate the potential impact that this type of
development will have on the town's landscape. In addition, it will provide a foundation
for estimating the potential impact to the school system and other town services at full
buildout under cunrent Zoning. This information can then be used to recommend zoning
changes (an adjunct activity with the newly updated Master Plan and Capital
Improvement Plan) in a way that encourages a more diverse development scheme; one
that balances residential, commercial and industrial uses.
The Planning Board is extremely fortunate to have the continued support of two, long
tenured staff. Glenn Greenwood, our Circuit Rider Planner, provides professional
planning guidance and technical assistance to the Board. Sally Cockerline, the Board's
secretary, keeps our administrative and office functions running smoothly. We are,
indeed, grateful for their assistance and hard work. We also offer our sincere thanks to
Kingston residents and all town departments, committees and commissions for their




REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
2003
The Zoning Board of Adjustment had one of the busiest years in recent memory. On
the average, we conducted between two and eight public hearings in every month
except November 2003.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is typically an appointed board of five members and
two alternates. The current board has five members and one alternate. Those
members are Denise Gregson (alternate), Charles "Chuck" Hart, Benedetto Romano,
Anthony Whitcomb, Electra Alessio -Vice Chairman and Sally E. Cockerline Chairman.
The Town of Kingston is fortunate to have these dedicated volunteers to serve its
residents and look after the best interests of the Town. The Board would also like to
thank its Recording Seaetary Anne Drawdy.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is an appointed, quasi-judicial board that has multiple
duties:
o To grant variances, special exceptions and appeals of administrative orders.
o To allow fair use of a person's property without harming another's.
o To determine if an error had been made in the decision or determination of a
Town Official of local land use board.
o To interpret the meaning of a zoning ordinance.
The Board would like to extend a sincere "thank you" to all town departments and
boards and their support staff, who assist the ZBA with their expertise and advice.
The ZBA typically meets on the second Thursday of each month, only if an application
is submitted. We encourage volunteers from the community to serve as alternates.





REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
There were 245 Permits issued during the year 2003. The breakdown is as follows:
Building Permits for additions, renovations, repairs - 176
New Single Family Homes - 1
1
Replacement Homes - 8
Two Family Home - 1
Condominium Units - 36 (Rowell Estates - 40 Units for persons age 55 and older)
Demolition - 13
TOTAL - 245 Building Permits
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Bill Costos for his service as Building





REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
Below are the statistics from January 1^' 2003 through December 31^' 2003.
71 - Test pits witnessed
83 — New subsurface designs approved
4 - conversion, 25 - Initial Design, 8 - as built, 5 - redesigns, 25 - replacement,
1 - back-pocket, 1 5 - repair/failed systems
1 1 — Failed subsurface systems approved for in-kind repair
44 — Subsurface systems - bed bottom inspections
44 - Subsurface systems - backfill approved
34 — Occupancy Inspections
30 — Well drilling permits issued
In-kind repair are failed septic systems that meet the State ofNew Hampshire's
requirements for repair and do not require a new subsurface system design. (Must be
a state approved system, be more than 75 feet from wells and water, and 2 feet above






Aris Kopoulos - Gordon Gainty - David Aspinwall - Deb Elliott - Eric Tucker
2003 REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMISSION
The Kingston Recreation Commission reports record community
participation in our 2003 sponsored activities. This was our best year, ever.
In 2003, we sponsored; Spring Middle School Dance, Easter Egg Hunt,
Seniors spring field trip, an improved and extended 8 week Summer Program
including weekly beach day and field trips. Children's Games and Children's
Entertainment at Kingston Days, 3 free Summer Concerts on the Plains,
discounted Water Country tickets, fall field trip for Seniors, Harvest Fesfival and
Haunted Hike, and Christmas party. We provided financial support to several
local, independent sport teams, and continued work on the next phase of the
combination ball-field and soccer field at the Kingston Fairgrounds.
With two more Kingston resident volunteers willing to join the Rec
Commission, the 2004 planned activities can continue. On December 31, 2003,
Chairman Gordon Gainty, and members David Aspinwall, Eric Tucker and Deb
Elliott resign. Mr. Aris Kopoulos and new members Donna Duddy and Janet
Trottier need two more people to round out the new, five-member Board.
Now, more than ever, a part-time Rec Coordinator working with our new
Board could provide a website, dedicated local phone, grant funding, and event
coordinafion. A Coordinator could survey our towns' recreational needs, and
implennent an action plan. A Coordinator could explore means to develop a future
rec. facility for the whole community. We ask for your support of this warrant
article, to provide a qualified person dedicated to a quality recreation program.
We need funding to finish Phase 11 of our ball-fields. Your support of our
2"*^ warrant article will place funds in the capital reserve to provide Selectmen
supervised spending for excavation, loam, seed, irrigation, and fencing.
We thank the volunteers of the Friends of Kingston Recreation for all of
their continued support. Every dollar they raise is another small step toward the
ball field project completion.
We thank our Selectmen and deeply appreciate the assistance from the
Selectmen's Office personnel, Cindy, Ann and Kathy. Most importantly, I offer my
heartfelt thanks and congratulations to our volunteer team, for all their fine work.
This past year, we worked to bring you our very best. Kingston Recreation
remains open to new ideas, new members, and all constructive input.
Our goal is to continue to provide a high quality recreation program for the
Kingston community. A "yes" vote on our two warrant articles would demonstrate
a welcomed show of support for our volunteer hours.
Gordon Gainty - Chaimnan
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REPORT OF THE HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The Human Services Department assists Kingston residents with temporary emergency
financial aid. This department also provides information and assistance in contacting other State
Agencies to access available State programs. Unfortunately, the need for this aid dramatically
increased this year, not only in Kingston, but also throughout the State ofNew Hampshire. The
amount of aid asked for and received doubled the requests of previous years.
This department is also responsible for the Kingston Food Pantry. Part of the need for
financial aid often includes the inability to purchase food. In 2003, the Food Pantry distributed
over $5000 worth of food to area residents. This included providing hohday food baskets at
Thanksgiving and Christmas for the less fortunate and elderly in our community. All of the
Food Pantry is completely funded by donations.
Thanks to several successful toy drives by private organizations, the Human Services
Department was able to help many families with gifts to brighten their Christmas.
The Human Services Department wishes to thank the many residents, businesses and
organizations that donated to and supported this department. Without the support of the
community, these services could not be provided.
In addition to thanking all of the anonymous donators, thanks go to the following for their
generosity throughout the year:
Conrad Magnusson, Magnusson Farms
Chris Arata
Dick and Pat Busch
The Faulconer Family
Heather Gallison
Norman and Lisa LeBlanc
Mike Hall
Bob and Martha Heckman
Larry and Carol Rich
Dave and Deb Powers
Jim Sodaitis
Girl Scout Troop #2484, Kingston
Southem NH Trailblazers
John and Donna DiMeo
D.J. Bakie School, Kingston
SRSD Middle School, Newton
SRSD High School, Kingston






First Congregational Church, Kingston
Mary, Mother of the Church, Newton
Pilgrim United Church of Christ, Brentwood
Donations on Behalf of the Teachers and
Staff- D.J. Bakie School
In addition, special thanks go to Alan Krauss, Peter Sullivan, Don Briggs, Jr. and Richard






TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS & CEMETERIES
CAPITAL RESERVE AND TRUST FUNDS
BALANCES AS OF 1 2/31/2003
Year
Established Name of Fund Balance
1983 Ambulance 3,115.10
1984 Recreation 27,399.79
1984 Fire Department 180,310.27
1984 Revaluation 14,899.67
1987 Dump Closure 82,503.30
1987 Conservation 28,145.21
1989 Landfill Closure 150,680.82
1990 Kingston Food Pantry 12,912.82
1992 Town Highway Equipment 13,948.17
1995 Library Expansion 89,756,43
1995 Cable T.V. Equipment 4.53
1995 325th Anniversary 14,673.55
1995 Annual Celebration 22,304.62
1996 Special Education 53,599.10
1997 Plains Beautification Funds 1,849.10
1998 Land Purchase 478,619.11
2002 Transportation Improvement Fund 19,722.53
2002 Outside Detail 141,766.39
2002 Legal Fund 102,007.35
2002 Building Improvements 69,629.35
Sub-Totai $ 1,507,847.21
1828-1987 Special Purpose Funds (10) 52,590.33
1985 Scholarship Funds (4) 88,735.36
1901-1995 Cemetery (perp. care) Trusts 88,434.01
1996 Cemetery (perp. care) Funds 29,177.35
Cemetery Lot Sales 56,227.49





The audit firm of Plodzik & Sanderson, Concord, NH has been contracted by the
Town of Kingston regarding the general financial statements of the Town. We regret this
report was not available at the time of printing. When the report is received, it will be
announced and copies will be available.
Kingston Board ofSelectmen
The following reports were not available at the time of printing but will be
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The town was saddened by the loss ofthe many residents
who contributed so much over many years:
RALPH R. BAKE
BRUCE BILLINGS
DORIS N. BRAGDON
EARL S. CARTER
HENRY CHABOT
GEORGE HENSHAW
MARY V. KANALY
CHRISTINE M. MOORE
KATHLEEN M. MORSE
LEO J. MORIARTY
DENA S. SNOW
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